We purge large databases of animal, plant, and fungal introncontaining genes to a 20% similarity level and then identify the most similar animal-plant, animal-fungal, and plant-fungal protein pairs. We identify the introns in each BLAST 2.0 alignment and score matched intron positions and slid (near-matched, within six nucleotides) intron positions automatically. Overall we find that 10% of the animal introns match plant positions, and a further 7% are ''slides.'' Fifteen percent of fungal introns match animal positions, and 13% match plant positions. Furthermore, the number of alignments with high numbers of matches deviates greatly from the Poisson expectation. The 30 animal-plant alignments with the highest matches (for which 44% of animal introns match plant positions) when aligned with fungal genes are also highly enriched for triple matches: 39% of the fungal introns match both animal and plant positions. This is strong evidence for ancestral introns predating the animal-plant-fungal divergence, and in complete opposition to any expectations based on random insertion. In examining the slid introns, we show that at least half are caused by imperfections in the alignments, and are most likely to be actual matches at common positions. Thus, our final estimates are that Ϸ14% of animal introns match plant positions, and that Ϸ17-18% of fungal introns match animal or plant positions, all of these being likely to be ancestral in the eukaryotes.
positions as human introns on the aligned sequences of the orthologous gene pairs.
In the 1980s, the first gene comparisons between animals and plants suggested that there were conserved introns that would have descended from a common ancestor (13) (14) (15) (16) . However, this view of early introns was strongly challenged by analyses of the intron distribution in different branches of eukaryotes, supporting an introns-late scenario (1, 3, 17) .
The conjecture that there were deep branching, a-mitochondrial eukaryotes that lacked introns (1), such as Giardia, has now been questioned. Recent work has shown that possibly all these protists branch very much later, with the fungi, and are the offspring of mitochondrial-bearing ancestors. Furthermore, there are signs of the splicing apparatus, and even introns, in many of these species (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) , suggesting that the splicing apparatus and introns are ubiquitous in all eukaryotic species.
However, are the introns added separately down each lineage or are they ancestral? There is clearly a large amount of intron loss and intron gain. How large a signal is there from introns putatively ancestral in the eukaryotes? To attack this question, we have carried out a large-scale comparison among animal, plant, and fungal genes. We obtained three large samples of animal, plant, and fungal genes with known exon-intron structures, performed pair-wise comparisons of each gene from one sample with every gene from the other two samples, selected the best matched pairs, and automatically marked intron positions on the alignments. Our final estimates are that Ϸ14% of animal introns match plant positions, and that Ϸ17-18% of fungal introns match animal or plant positions, all of these being likely to be ancestral in the eukaryotes. The 30 animal-plant alignments with the highest matches (for which 44% of animal introns match plant positions) when aligned with fungal genes are also highly enriched for triple matches: 39% of the fungal introns match both animal and plant positions. This is strong evidence for ancestral introns predating the animal-plant-fungal divergence, and in complete opposition to any expectations based on random insertion.
Materials and Methods
Sample of Genes. Our source of genes with known intron positions was the Exon-Intron Database (EID, www.mcb.harvard.edu͞ gilbert͞EID) (23) , derived from GenBank, release 121 (24) . This EID database was filtered to remove all noncanonical introns (introns without canonical dinucleotides at their termini: gt . . . ag, gc . . . ag, at . . . ac), since noncanonical junctions are a main indicator of intron-position errors in GenBank. Then, a plant sample (32,234 entries), an animal sample (54,671 entries), and fungal sample (7,478 entries) were extracted from this filtered database. The plant sample is composed of those EID entries that have both ''PLN'' and ''Viridiplantae'' in the speciesdescription line. The animal sample is composed of those EID entries that have ''INV,'' ''PRI,'' ''ROD,'' ''MAM,'' or ''VRT,'' as well as ''Metazoa'' in the species-description line. The fungal Abbreviation: EID, Exon-Intron Database. ‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: gilbert@nucleus.harvard.edu. sample contains those entries labeled ''PLN'' and ''Fungi.'' The samples were then purged to 20% homology level to remove gene duplicates using the program GBPURGE (www.fallingrain. com͞publicserver), yielding an animal sample of 9,456 entries, a plant sample of 5,455 entries, and a fungal sample of 1,956 entries.
Comparison of Intron Positions.
To compare intron positions in homologous genes we used flat FASTA-formatted files containing the protein sequences as well as information about the positions and phases of all introns in the description line. These files were derived from the protein form of EID, the ''gb121.pEID'' file (23) . Stand-alone gapped BLAST 2.0 binaries compared pairwise all proteins in one sample with all proteins in another using the BLAST option (Ϫv1-b1) producing only the single best match. The BLAST outputs were automatically processed by a PERL program CIP.pl (Comparison of Intron Positions), which takes a BLAST protein alignment as input, marks the introns of the genes for the aligned protein pair onto the alignment, and compares these intron positions. Further, CIP.pl counts the number of common introns (those introns which have identical positions in each aligned protein), sliding introns (those locations that are within 6 nt of each other), and unique introns (neither common nor sliding). In addition, CIP.pl calculates the distribution of common, sliding, and unique introns along the genes. We used the following CIP.pl parameters: only alignments with BLAST scores of 55 bits or higher are accepted (e value of Ϸ10 Ϫ6 ), and (ii) each gene is counted only once (if there are several alignments for the same protein, only the alignment with the maximal homology score is used). All of the alignments with marked introns and the entire data set is available on our web site, www.mcb.harvard.edu͞gilbert͞CIP.
Results
Distribution of Common, Sliding, and Unique Intron Positions. Table  1 presents the results of the comparison of intron positions between animal and plant genes, animal and fungal genes, and plant and fungal genes. Nearly 10% of the 8,737 animal introns match plant positions in the 1,514 alignments of gene products purged to the 20% level, 14-fold higher than the expectation for random matches. Because there are 35% more plant introns in these alignments, only 7% of the plant introns match animal positions. In Ϸ700 alignments, 15% of fungal introns match animal positions, whereas 13% match plant positions. The ratio of common introns to sliding introns (nonidentical positions within 6 nt) ranges from 1.4 to 3, again suggesting that these matches are not caused by chance (because then one expects 12-fold more sliding than identical matches).
This analysis of the 20%-purged data eliminates much of the bias in gene representations in the database. However, the proportion of paralogous pairs will be high. To examine this issue, we also calculated the matches in data purged only to a 95% threshold (data not shown) to maximize the orthologous pairs in all these comparisons, so that, for example, animal ␣-tubulins will be compared with plant ␣-tubulins (rather than possibly comparing animal ␣-to plant ␤-tubulin in the 20%-purged sample.) The 95% threshold set, however, has large numbers of repeated genes from families that are widely studied.
Nonetheless, in that animal-plant comparison, 11% of the 16,091 animal introns in 3,901 alignments match plant positions. Likewise, all of the other matching fractions were very similar (data not shown). Furthermore, we ran all comparisons the other way around, plant-animal for instance, to see if any lack of symmetry in the BLAST procedures would affect the outcome. The results were very similar (data not shown).
The distribution of matches is not what one would find from The source of the introns is given in the first column. The order of the comparison of genes, which determines which gene regions are selected from the database during the calculation, is given in the second column. The databases used were purged to the 20% similarity level. The random expectation is calculated based on the total nucleotide length of the alignments. The phase zero, one, and two introns are shown as p0, p1, and p2. a random process. Fig. 1 compares the observed number of matches in each alignment with the Poisson expectation: there are far more genes with high numbers of matches than would arise from the Poisson curve. Table 2 lists the top 30 genes with the greatest common animal-plant intron positions; (the complete set of data are on our web site). The top match is the RAN-binding protein (importin 7). Fig. 2 shows the alignment with marked intron positions. Within the region of the alignment, the animal gene has 23 introns, whereas the plant has 21. Eleven introns have common positions, and two intron pairs are marked as slid. Ten animal and eight plant introns have no matches.
Common Versus Sliding Intron Positions. The two animal-plant sliding-intron positions in the RAN-binding protein (blue in Fig.  2 ) lie close to gaps in the machine alignment. Fig. 2 B and C show that these regions of the alignment can easily be corrected to make these two introns common. Thus, this animal-plant gene pair has in reality 13 common intron positions. Visual inspection of the sliding intron positions for the 30 best animal-plant matches showed that in 50% of the cases the alignment regions in the vicinity of sliding intron positions can be corrected to transform sliding introns to common ones.
This notion, that many of the ''sliding'' introns are actually common ones misaligned is supported by the data in Table 3 , which shows the ratio of common to sliding intron positions as a function of the alignment stringency. When the homology between the animal and plant protein pairs is high (fraction of identical amino acids Ͼ65%), there is a 7.5-fold excess of common intron positions over sliding ones. The weaker the homology, the smaller is the excess of common intron positions over sliding. For the weakest homology (when the fraction of identical amino acids in the alignments is Ͻ25%) there is even a 5% excess of sliding over common positions. All of these data testify that the majority of the sliding intron positions arise because of the imperfection of the protein alignments and that they are, in reality, common.
Common Introns Among Animal, Plant, and Fungal Genes. Table 2 shows the 30 genes with the highest number of common animalplant intron positions. For these 30 genes, 44% of the animal intron positions match to plant positions, and 47% of the plant The 30 genes with the highest animal-plant matches. The table lists the name of the gene, the length of the alignment, and the common, sliding, and unique animal (unANM) and plant (unPLN) introns within the alignment. The table then lists the fungal introns common to all three (comA ϩ P), common to animal (comANM), common to plant (comPLN), and those not common to either (unFNG). A total of 44% of the animal introns are common; 47% of the plant introns are common; 53% of the fungal introns match animal positions, 45% match plant positions, and 39% match both.
intron positions match animal ones. We used the BLAST pairwise alignment to compare these 30 genes to fungal-intron-containing genes and then mapped the fungal introns from the best fungalanimal match onto the 30 animal-plant pairs. Fig. 2 shows an example of such an animal-plant-fungal comparison, and Table  2 presents the full set of data on matched intron positions. Of the 62 fungal introns mapped onto the 30 best animal-plant pairs, 33 (53%) match animal introns, 28 (45%) match plant introns, and 24 (39%) match both animal and plant introns. These numbers are considerably higher than the average match between fungalanimal and fungal-plant pairs (Table 1 ) and, thus, testify to the antiquity of these common introns.
Intron Phase Distribution. The phase distributions of the animal, fungal, and plant introns (Table 1) are in complete accordance with the data of Long et al. (5) . Interestingly, the phase distribution of the common animal-plant introns is intermediate between that of animal introns and that of plant introns. Likewise, the phase distribution of the common plant-fungal introns lies between the parental distributions.
Discussion
This large-scale examination of animal, plant, and fungal genes shows that 10% of animal introns have the same positions as plant introns, and a further 7% lie within six nucleotides from plant introns (sliding positions). Additionally, we have shown that the majority of sliding introns are caused by the imperfection of machine alignments, appearing more and more as the sequence similarity becomes weaker and weaker, and are most likely common positions in the animal-plant genes. This conclusion about sliding agrees with that of Stoltzfus et al. (25) , who claimed that most sliding introns ''are found to be artefactual'' and caused by alignment errors, database errors, and errors in the precise determination of intron positions. These findings give us a reason to pool the common and half of the sliding groups to assert that overall 14% of animal-intron positions match plant ones and that 17-18% of fungal introns match animal or plant positions.
The matching of intron positions is high above expectation if all of the introns had entered the sequences randomly at the nucleotide level. Our calculations show that for the two genes at the top of the Table 2 , even for the most favorable scenario of intron insertion into a restricted number of proto-splice sites, the probability of so many matches is 10 Ϫ3 . Furthermore, the excess of common over ''sliding'' positions (observed as a 1.4-to 3-fold excess, but correctable to a 3-to 6-fold excess) is not expected; random insertion would predict a 12-fold excess of ''sliding'' positions (Ϯ6 nt).
Presently, there are two different explanations for the common intron positions. The introns-late hypothesis postulates that all introns were inserted recently into ''proto-splice sites'' of genes. On this view, the common intron positions between animal and plant genes occur by a chance coincidence of nonrelated and independently inserted introns. The alternative hypothesis explains the common intron positions as ancestral: ancient introns, which existed before the divergence of the animal and plant kingdoms. If the second scenario were true, then the common animal-plant intron positions should be also enriched in fungal genes, because the evolutionary separation of fungi and animals occurred after the separation of animals and plants. Indeed, the results in Table 2 demonstrate that to be the case. For the 30 nonrelated genes with the highest numbers of common animal-plant introns, 60% of the fungal introns have positions common to animal and͞or plant introns, and 39% of fungal introns are common simultaneously to both plant and animal introns. This exceptionally high abundance of introns with positions common to all three taxa of animals, plants, and fungi strongly supports the antiquity of these common intron positions.
Even though the raw numbers are not high compared with the assumption that introns might have entered a limited number of ''proto-splice sites,'' the details of the distribution do not agree with a proto-splice model. Recent data by Endo et al. (26) shows that intron insertion is not always restricted to proto-splice sites. Moreover, because coding sequences undergo continual evolutionary changes, proto-splice sites for intron insertions will not have invariable positions throughout evolution. The considerable differences in preferences for specific nucleotides in the third position of codons (so-called codon bias) of animal, fungal, and plant genes, will magnify the change in distribution of proto-splice sites between the taxa. Species variability in the genomic nucleotide composition (27) also diversifies the distribution of proto-splice sites inside the coding sequences of different species. So, a preference for intron insertion into proto-splice sites should correspond to a model of completely random intron insertion into a limited number of sites.
However, the distribution of intron matches is not at all what one expects for a random coincidence model. The number of genes with high animal-plant matches is far above the Poisson estimate. Furthermore, these genes, enriched for animal-plant matches (44% of animal introns match) are also enriched for fungal-animal-plant matches (39% of fungal introns match animal and plant positions). On any random model, the coincidences in the fungal genes should be independent. This high intron matching in separate taxa is in flat contradiction to the expectation of random independent insertion.
Could these common intron positions arise from a recent horizontal gene transfer between the taxa? We inspected the phylogenic relationships of the 30 animal, plant, and fungal proteins and concluded that this is not the case. At best, only for a few proteins an ancient horizontal gene transfer might be arguable. Therefore, recent horizontal gene transfer is not the main reason for the common intron positions in Table 2 .
The majority of contemporary introns have unique positions in the animal, fungal, or plant taxa, and, likely, a considerable portion of them may be recently acquired. Even among common intron positions there will be some fraction of recently inserted ones, which have the same positions by chance. On the other hand, intron loss has been occurring throughout evolution, which decreases the number of common introns. Thus, even knowing the proportion of common intron positions today, it is impossible to realistically estimate the number of ancient introns. A lower approximation would be the figure of 14% of the animal introns given above, but we think it likely that 60-80% of the original introns have been lost with a similar number of additions.
The observed phase distribution of common introns is similar to that for all introns in that all three phases are represented, with phase zero being intermediate between the parental taxa. The common (ancestral) introns appearing in animals, plants, and fungi, are not restricted to phase zero. Thus all three phases would have been populated early in eukaryotic evolution. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that some dramatic changes in intron phase distribution had occurred much earlier around the time of the eukaryotic origin, as we have proposed elsewhere (9) (10) (11) .
In summary, we have identified a large number of matched positions among animal, plant, and fungal introns. The 30 genes with the highest number of matches show a 44% match between animals and plants. Furthermore, the corresponding fungal introns for these genes also show a high matching, 39%, to both animals and plants simultaneously. This set of introns is most likely to be ancestral, lying within these genes before the separation of animals, plants, and fungi.
